Laryngeal Lipoma - A Case Report
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SUMMARY

Introduction: Fewer than 100 cases of laryngeal lipomas were reported. Typical clinical manifestations are dysphagia, dyspnea and hoarseness. We visualize endoscopically a mass, that can be pedunculated or not, with a low attenuation on computed tomography. Anatomopathology findings reveal a tumor consisting of mature adipocytes, often encapsulated. Treatment is often surgical, by endoscopic or external approach. It depends on tumor’s size and location.

Objective: To report a case of laryngeal lipoma, and present a short literature review.

Case Report: A male patient presenting dysphagia and dyspnea. Diagnosis was made by laryngoscopy and diagnostic imaging. It was made an endoscopic excision of the lesion, and it was sent to histopathologic exam.

Conclusion: Despite laringeal lipomas are rare and benign, they are important because of being potential cause of laryngeal obstruction and because they must be differentiated from malignant neoplasms.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Lipogenic neoplasms comprehend lipomas which are benign tumors composed of mature fat cells (white adipose tissue or white fat) and hibernomas (benign tumors composed of brown adipose tissue or brown fat), being lipomas the most common ones (1). Laryngeal lipomas are uncommon (2). Less than 100 cases have been reported so far, and most of them are isolated cases and not associated to systemic lipomatosis. Less than 15% of all lipomas affect Head and Neck, and the larynx is the least common area. Lipomas in the larynx might cause airway obstruction (3), what can sometimes be deadly especially if it occurs during general anesthesia induction (4, 5).

This study presents a case report of larynx lipoma and its diagnosis procedure, therapy and literature review. Intra-operative conclusion shows three distinct injuries, separated by cleavage plans.

**CASE REPORT**

A 58-year-old male patient, Caucasian, teacher, born in São Paulo city – Brazil. He searched for ENT and Head & Neck service complaining of hoarseness and dyspnea for two months.

Videolaryngoscopy exam presented submucosal, rounded, bilobated injury. The largest of them measuring 0.5cm diameter, regarding topography of right arytenoids (Picture 1). Injury presented inclinable movement when inhaling and exhaling, similar to a pedicled component and causing partial obstruction of the glottic gap (Picture 2). The other laryngeal and hypopharyngeal structures remained in normal condition.

Patient was submitted to direct laryngoscopy procedure to biopsy and injury resection. During surgery, a cleavage plan between was found among injuries and laryngeal structures, besides a third lobular injury was found hidden by the other two. After resection, through a microscope, a lipomatosis-like aspect was observed at microscopy.

Anatopathological exam showed polypoid lesions cloaked by scamous scaly epithelium composed of mature adipose tissue amongst conjunctive stringer confirming diagnosis of fibrolipoma. Patient developed well after surgery with no complaints.

**DISCUSSION**

Adipose tissue is a normal component of the larynx, especially in the vestibular fold. Laryngeal and hypopharyngeal lipomas are uncommon (2) firstly affecting male adults (4), and most of them aging between third and fifth decade of life (5, 6). The current patient was above average age (58yr) as stated by the literature.

Laryngeal lipomas usually occur by themselves either in the supraglottic area or arising from a hypopharyngeal mass (7). The most supraglottic common areas are aryepiglottic fold, vestibular fold and epiglottis (7). In the reported case, the lipoma rose from supraglottis area, more precisely in the arytenoids (Picture 1), and its formation was lobulate-like (3 lobulated injuries).

![Picture 1](*) Submucosal injury of lobulated aspect regarding topography of right arytenoids. Laryngeal Lipoma.

![Picture 2](*) Injury from picture 1, with a caudal position (*) (patient inhaling), suggesting inclinable movement.
Symptoms consist of dysphagia, dysphonia, acute airways obstruction, hoarseness, voice alteration and sensation of a foreign body presence in the throat (7). The current patient complained of hoarseness and dyspnea. There was a report of mobility limitation of vocal fold by mass effect (8). Symptoms can last from few months to years (7).

We could observe the common symptoms as hoarseness, dyspnea for only two months.

Endoscopic aspect of laryngeal and hypopharyngeal lipomas can vary from a submucosal mass to a polypoid intraluminal projection (7). Diagnosing becomes easy through imaging exam (9). Adipose tissue is low valued in the CT, and it is the only type of soft tissue with lower density than water. Though, CT not only reveals tumor extension, but also it establishes its lipomatous nature.

Regarding macroscopic appearance of such injuries, they can be pedicled or sessile, even or lobulated, as the reported case, well traced or encapsulated, by presenting itself as a solitary mass; its site ranges in few millimeters to over 6cm (7). Injuries on the current patient were not bigger than 1 cm diameter, though in accordance with mentioned standards.

In histological terms, lipomas are encapsulated tumors composed of mature adipose cells. Cells are usually uniform, discretely ranging in size and shape. Such tumors are richly vascularized, though vascular texture is compressed by the distended adipocytes. They can present secondary changes such as hemorrhage, calcification, cyst formation, fatty necrosis and heart attack (10).

Laryngeal and hypopharyngeal lipomas can be described into myxolipoma and fibrolipoma (11). The former is composed of a prominent deposition of mucoid substance. The latter is composed of fibrous tissue. These data were observed after a microscopic study of the reported case. It had also been described intramuscular or infiltrative ways (12).

Lipoma diagnosis and its variables do not usually present obstacles. The major differential diagnosis is with well-distinct liposarcoma “lipoma-like”

The absence of lipoblasts and hyperchromatic nucleus differentiates lipomas from liposarcomas (13).

Surgery approach is the therapy for all histological-type lipomas of larynx and hypopharynx. Tumors of small dimension can be removed through direct laryngoscopy under microscopic vision, as it was performed on the patient of this study. Larger tumors might require an external approach (Lateral pharyngotomy, laringofissura, sub-hyoid faringotomia). Regardless of the surgical approach, excision of tumors should be completely done in order to avoid a possible recurrence (7). The current patient is still under observation and has not presented clinical signs of recurrence up to now, even one year after surgery.

**Conclusion**

Laryngeal lipomas are uncommon and benign tumors, though they need a certain importance for being the cause of acute larynx obstruction and also they make part of the differential diagnosis of malignant neoplasm. Surgical therapies, either direct laryngoscopy or external way is able to heal. The anatomopathological study of essential injury differs from malignant lesions, especially the liposarcoma, whose characteristics are easily viewed at microscopy.
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